Bert Niosi Plays
For Gym Drive

GIVING INITIAL impetus to the fall renewal of the UBC War Memorial Drive, Bert Niosi, Drive Director, on Thursday, October 3, will start his ticket-selling campaign at the station to a capacity audience. At the end of the show, Niosi will make a $5,000 donation to the drive. After the reception Miss and Mr. C. G. Rose will host a 10 p.m. dinner at a full house.

GYM DRIVE
Thursday, October 3. At Brougham's Hall in Vancouver, Niosi will address his audience before noon, and as he leaves for Victoria later that afternoon he will have successfully accomplished his first meeting of the season. He will then continue the drive in the Okanagan, the Interior and Vancouver.

Niosi, who has for developing experience during the last ten years, is set for an ambitious drive for the fall. Last year Niosi took over as late as April and was able to complete his drive by the end of the year. He is the first to acknowledge that no one interested in working in this capacity should attempt to do so alone.

The drive will be staged in the same way as last year. The program will consist of a musical preview of the war, followed by a speech, and then the final appeal for money. The program will be arranged to fit the audience, and the final appeal will be made in every case.

Gym Drive So Far

| Dining | Total
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$150,000</td>
<td>$150,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Students Crowd Into All Space
In Campus, City

Vancouver, B.C., September 24, 1945.

EXPERTS SURVEY B.C.
MEDICAL REQUIREMENTS

NO NEW DEVELOPMENTS are expected for several weeks in connection with the proposed places to establish a faculty of medicine in British Columbia.

For the last several months, medical experts from Canada and the United States have been surveying the province in British Columbia, in an effort to determine the viability of the province as a site for a medical school.

Recently, a group of experts from the United States and Canada visited Vancouver and the Lower Mainland to study the medical facilities and conditions in the province. The group included medical professionals from the University of Washington, the University of British Columbia, and several hospitals in the province.

The group's visit was followed by a series of meetings with medical and government officials, in which they discussed the feasibility of establishing a medical school in British Columbia. The experts were also given access to medical facilities and hospitals, and had the opportunity to observe the medical care provided in the province.

The group's report is expected to be released in the coming weeks, and will provide valuable insights into the viability of establishing a medical school in British Columbia. It is anticipated that the report will be used by government officials and medical professionals in making decisions about the future of medical education in the province.
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CROSSROADS

This is it. There seem now little doubts that, for a size at least as long as anyone can predict, there will be more students at UBC this year than there were in any other year in the past.

That means an equally impressive increase in the campus, and planning done by the administration and by the students to whom they might improve it more than probable that conditions on the campus will be, to say the least, narrower.

In time, that involves an essential need for that fall for the preservation of its present and essential, the friction-full situations which undoubtably exist. No doubt, many things to the few weeks, or even months, will be far less understood and understood for the shocks, then all should eventually.

How the problems are met will determine the future of the university.

Like the rest of the world, UBC is at the crossroads. Here, the problem is to take care of an inflation of students excessively, while at the same time maintaining UBC's academic standards and spirit.

The manner in which the problem is tackled will be a matter of whether in the university becomes an undistinguished turning point in the development of

But whether the policy is acceptable to all those qualified to attend, it must be decided that UBC students and faculty should respond in the necessary manner, with the required spirit.

That spirit is one which originally brought students to UBC, and then brought itself to the important site at Point Grey, and then proceeded to develop both the spirit and standards plus the academic student government in Canada.

In the Freshman Class of 1946 —the most important Freshman Class in the thirty-three years—The Ubyssey urges all members to take the right path at the crossroads, the path which has already been established by predecessors of profoundness.
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As the Rep recoiled slightly.

"What's that say?" he asked cautiously.

The Rep drummed on the table.

"Look. How about German 90? Would you mind me putting you down for Bi-
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NOTHING, THEY SAY, goes downhill as fast as a thorough-
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UNIVERSITY STUDENTS!

With Malice

Everyone who has attended university or has gone into Vincentian on attending UBC

He watched her closely, ready to catch it back if she said anything funny.

"You'll have to take English 109 and 109, and Math 106. What's your language?"

"Canadian," Homer answered promptly and proudly.

"Cagney," Homer answered promptly and proudly.

"I mean, college year. Have you a white booklet?"

"Shucks, no, you've never done nothing to seem greedy. Sixty bucks'll be plenty,

The Rep nodded slowly, tried another

The Rep nodded slowly, tried another
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Hut, Hut, Oh Which Hut?

'L71, not if that way. I'm not down there, it moved.'

By KEEN weaver

This Student Line that we used to travel outdoors near Stanley park. It was a forestry outfit and we are situated in the 12th, 20th, and 31st.

The Law and Commerce faculty are located in the G general of the house. Jot south of the building. Hunting has been moved from the top of the Applied Science Building, but I'm open.

The building is filled with the Army, British Columbia, and in the territory of Alaska and Hawaii, and in the provinces of British Columbia and Washington, Oregon, California, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, New Mexico.

Ex-Pubster Writes From British Zone Of Germany

[No text provided]
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BY LAURIE DYE

KEEPING in step with the general expansion on the campus this year, it was announced recently by Bob Oschera that the University will try this year begin a course which will lead to a degree in Physical Education.

The course will be a four year affair in the Faculty of Arts and Science. Although as yet the title of the degree has not been announced, the course will meet this term. Already there is an enrollment of ten and eight women for the course.

It is hoped that students who take this course will have two majors when they are finished. One will be Physical Education and the other would be something of their own choice which would prepare them for the type of work they have in mind. The second major would be optional for students who have taken the course with a major in Physical Education.

TEACHER TRAINING

Would quickly then turn them on the physical education system with Physical Ed. in the schools. This is very desirable in 1946 when our numbers have increased to the extent that it is necessary for teachers to be prepared in order that they may be better prepared to instruct the pupils. This would be particularly beneficial when the teachers are taught what they are supposed to do next.

The second major which we will be interested in teaching physical education to the boys and girls who are entering the school system as their basic training in life, will be of utmost importance in order that they may be prepared for their work as future teachers.

Swimkids Expect Sensational Season

For all the little swimmers at UBC this year, there is another reason not to miss one practice again. A big year is before us again.

WALTER C. TAYLOR, eastern Physical Ed. Svstems, says this year will be the first time that the Swimkids will enter the Physical Education program for the first time in their second year of sport.

If this is not something which is going to happen then it will be a very long time before this happens again. The Swimkids will be followed next year by the cheerleaders and the band.

The Mountainmen made great strides last year and they are expected to continue their success. They will have to work hard however to keep up with the Swimkids who are expected to break the record.

The course will be open to anyone who wishes to enter. The Swimkids will have to enter in the second year of sport, and completing Senior Matric. This is the only course of its kind that is being offered in the university.

The Swimkids will have to be physically fit in order to enter the course. This is the only course of its kind that is being offered in the university.
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FOUR NEW MEMBERS AID ON PHYSICAL ED. STAFF

By DAVID BARKER

WITH THE offering of the Physical Education degree at UBC in 1943 and the subsequent expansion of the staff, the University has gained several outstanding new people in the offing of the Physics Education. Four women and two Pompford will be helping in the men's Physical Ed. set up, and Miss Margaret Henderson will be replacing Mrs. Neighbours in the Women's department. Assisting her will be Miss Isolat Clay who was at UBC last year, and another newcomer, Miss Jean Carmichael.
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RUGGERS PLAYERS READY TO START

THE BIG BLOCK CLUB meets WEDNESDAY on the south end of the gym. This facility not only by the spectators but certainly be used to great advantage to manufacture apparatus suitable to carry the games to the public in big-time style.

**Football Moguls Considering Large Inter-Faculty Program**

SPECSILATION has run rampant around the Physical Education officials lately about the feasibility of broadening the football setup on the campus. In addition to the American football club, under the umbrella of Greg Ralston slated to engage the Northwest Pacific Coast Conference in gridiron fray, an inter-faculty league is being mooted. Possible contenders: include the Arts, science, Law, Pre-Med, and Commerce. Bob Osborne in confidential missive with the press is reported to have favored the idea to the effect that the 1943 home game next coming season or the campus was capable of producing more than one football team.

NOT EASILY DONE

The late Mr. Bill Tua, general manager, a native of our capital city, Quesnel, will be bringing his touch to the Physical Education program, the stadium of citizens. After graduation he passed on to higher levels at UBC, University of Toronto, Columbia University in New York, and here to American. No civilian has participated in more athletic and basketball fields in and out of the country, and he says that every man is interested in the sports department.

**NEW STADIUM FOR WOMEN**

A new stadium for the Ladies' varsity team has been authorized at the University of Toronto, Miss Henderson heads the ladies' varsity, and it is estimated that the new stadium will be ready in the near future. Miss Henderson is in charge of the ladies' varsity team.

**BIG BLOCK CLUB MEETS**

**THE FIRST meeting of the Big Block Club was held in the Gymnasium room WEDNESDAY on the south end of the gym. This facility was not only by the spectators but certainly be used to great advantage to manufac-

**TICKET SALE WEDNESDAY**

CHARGES for big-time football games will be:
- FROM THE Press box to the bleachers:
- FOR THE General public:
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gles very amusing. He laughed, a funny
pointed out that he had lectures six days a week.
man in New Westminster," he had ex-
newsletters to the English Department.
Beautiful city," said the Department, for him, sections 39, 74, HLA.

Getting past the remaining tables was just a matter of time, but when Homer Simp-
fractious marks, sent him back to the end of the line-up for the first table. There the man would curse
softly, glared at Homer, scrutinized the first squiggly mark and squibbled in a sort of new

"That's all I can do, I'd be back."

As he shuffled back to the second table, Homer looked at the squiggles and wonder-

and Homer laughed too just to be neighborly, until the man sent him back to the first two tables to have all the squiggles changed again. He wondered what the signs outside meant about going around randomly. He felt there must be something wrong with his mathemagery.

SUCCESS!

When all the spaces on his time-table were finally filled, Homer was delighted to find that he was left with Sunday afternoon and Christmas day free. His only deep

panded him into sections and bundled him into rooms. All afternoon he bounced back and forth across the hollow square of tables, like a billiard ball gone berserk. When he went to a table, the man would mark his time-
table sheet and make some squiggly marks, and sometimes even make a whole table sheet and make some squiggly marks, and sometimes even
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